In this report we demonstrate that human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) minus-strand transfer, assayed in vitro and in endogenous reactions, is greatly inhibited by actinomycin D. Previously we showed that HIV-1 nucleocapsid (NC) protein (a nucleic acid chaperone catalyzing nucleic acid rearrangements which lead to more thermodynamically stable conformations) dramatically stimulates HIV-1 minus-strand transfer by preventing TAR-dependent self-priming from minus-strand strong-stop DNA [(؊) SSDNA]. Despite this potent activity, the addition of NC to in vitro reactions with actinomycin D results in only a modest increase in the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC 50 ) for the drug. PCR analysis of HIV-1 endogenous reactions indicates that minus-strand transfer is inhibited by the drug with an IC 50 similar to that observed when NC is present in the in vitro system. Taken together, these results demonstrate that NC cannot overcome the inhibitory effect of actinomycin D on minus-strand transfer. Other experiments reveal that at actinomycin D concentrations which severely curtail minus-strand transfer, neither the synthesis of (؊) SSDNA nor RNase H degradation of donor RNA is affected; however, the annealing of (؊) SSDNA to acceptor RNA is significantly reduced. Thus, inhibition of the annealing reaction is responsible for actinomycin D-mediated inhibition of strand transfer. Since NC (but not reverse transcriptase) is required for efficient annealing, we conclude that actinomycin D inhibits minus-strand transfer by blocking the nucleic acid chaperone activity of NC. Our findings also suggest that actinomycin D, already approved for treatment of certain tumors, might be useful in combination therapy for AIDS.
Actinomycin D (Act D), a drug which binds to double-(reference 58 and references therein) and single-stranded (60, 71) DNA, has been known for many years to inhibit DNAdependent DNA and RNA synthesis (reviewed in reference 58). For retrovirologists, use of Act D and knowledge of its inhibitory activities proved to be essential for early studies on the mechanisms involved in virus replication and assembly. Thus, the seminal observation that production of Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) particles early in infection is sensitive to Act D (3, 65, 70) initially led to the conclusion that retroviruses replicate via a DNA intermediate which is integrated into host DNA (provirus hypothesis [66; reviewed in reference 67]) and ultimately, to the discovery of reverse transcriptase (RT) (5, 68) .
In other studies, it was shown that Act D treatment of retrovirus-infected cells results in a rapid shutdown of viral RNA synthesis (3, 6, 18, 66) . Subsequent work indicated that despite the absence of ongoing RNA synthesis, noninfectious murine leukemia virus (MuLV) particles (termed Act D virions [24] ), which are deficient in genomic RNA (42) but which contain the appropriate amounts of all of the viral proteins (24, 34, 43) and the select population of host tRNAs (44) , continue to be produced for at least 8 to 12 h after the addition of the drug (42, 50, 54) . These results demonstrated that genomic RNA is not required for MuLV assembly (42, 43) and that viral mRNAs can function for many hours after the cessation of viral RNA synthesis (43, 50, 54) .
Act D has also been important for elucidation of the events which occur during the reverse transcription of genomic RNA. From experiments performed with detergent-treated RSV (48) or MuLV (47) particles (i.e., endogenous RT assays), it became clear that Act D blocks the conversion of a singlestranded form of viral DNA to a double-stranded DNA product. In later work on endogenous MuLV reverse transcription, Rothenberg et al. (61) found that with 100 g of Act D per ml, the final 600 nucleotides (nt) in minus-strand DNA are not made. Under these conditions, the largest minus-strand DNA molecule is 8.2 kb and plus-strand strong-stop DNA [(ϩ) SSDNA] is not detected; in the absence of the drug, full-length double-stranded DNA (8.8 kb) is synthesized (49, 61) . All of these studies were consistent with the idea that the DNAdependent step in viral DNA synthesis, i.e., synthesis of plusstrand DNA, is the primary target of the drug.
In contrast to the results with MuLV, Novak et al. (53) showed that the addition of 100 g of Act D per ml to endogenous reaction mixtures with RSV leads to the accumulation of minus-strand strong-stop DNA [(Ϫ) SSDNA] and drastically inhibits the elongation of this product. These investigators also reported that at this high concentration of Act D, there is a 50% reduction in the amount of (Ϫ) SSDNA which hybridizes to virion RNA (8) . It was concluded that nucleic acid hybridization is a necessary step for elongation of (Ϫ) SSDNA, in agreement with the model proposed by Gilboa et al. (25) . Later work has confirmed this conclusion, and it is now established that the annealing of the R sequence at the 3Ј end of viral RNA to the complementary sequence at the 3Ј end of (Ϫ) SSDNA is a prerequisite for minus-strand transfer and subsequent elongation of minus-strand DNA (reference 64 and references therein).
In a more recent study on the effect of several RT inhibitors on endogenous HIV-1 reverse transcription, it was reported that in the presence of 20 g of Act D per ml, the smear of 32 P-labeled DNA products seen on an agarose gel was less intense and smaller than that observed in the absence of the drug (14) . In this work, the effect of Act D was attributed to inhibition of plus-strand DNA synthesis.
We became interested in the effect of Act D on human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) reverse transcription during the course of studies with a reconstituted system (referred to here and in reference 28 as an in vitro system) which mimics the events in HIV-1 minus-strand transfer (see Fig. 1 in reference 28): In this system, the donor and acceptor RNA templates contain all of the R sequence and portions of U5 or U3, respectively; the primer is a short DNA oligonucleotide complementary to terminal U5 sequences in the donor. Our initial results demonstrated that HIV-1 nucleocapsid (NC) protein stimulates both the rate and extent of minus-strand transfer by preventing self-priming from (Ϫ) SSDNA (28) . (Self-priming has also been observed by others [41, 46] in studies on (Ϫ) SSDNA synthesis.) In the minus-strand transfer system, we showed that self-priming results from conversion of fold-back structures formed by (Ϫ) SSDNA to a heterogeneous class of dead-end products termed SP DNAs (28) . As a consequence, (Ϫ) SSDNA is unavailable for annealing to the acceptor. Mutational analysis indicated that self-priming is correlated with the presence of a large stem-loop containing minus-strand TAR sequences at the 3Ј terminus of (Ϫ) SSDNA (28) . We concluded that NC, a nucleic acid chaperone (32, 58a) catalyzing structural rearrangements of nucleic acids which result in more thermodynamically stable conformations (7, 13, 17, 20, 28, 33, 36, 39, 51, 69, 73, 75) , exerts its effect by transiently destabilizing this complementary TAR structure.
The present study stemmed from a search for a drug which could specifically target a unique step in HIV-1 DNA synthesis. Here, we report that Act D selectively inhibits HIV-1 minusstrand transfer. Thus, we find that DNA-dependent DNA synthesis catalyzed by RT is significantly inhibited only at very high concentrations of Act D, whereas HIV-1 minus-strand transfer is highly sensitive to the drug. It is especially noteworthy that this sensitivity to Act D is manifested even in the presence of HIV-1 NC, which normally stimulates strand transfer (2, 16, 28, 40, 55, 75 ; also, see above). Experiments designed to elucidate the mechanism of inhibition of Act D indicate that it has no effect on RNA-dependent DNA synthesis of (Ϫ) SSDNA and little or no effect on RNase H degradation of donor RNA sequences but severely inhibits the annealing reaction. These results suggest that Act D, which is already being used in the treatment of certain tumors (19, 45) , might also have an application in combination anti-HIV therapy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Act D was obtained from Sigma. A PCR kit was purchased from Life Sciences Technology Inc. (Gaithersburg, Md.). [␣-
32 P]dCTP (3,000 Ci/ mmol) was purchased from Amersham Life Science Inc. The sources for all other materials are as specified by Guo et al. (28) .
Preparation of donor and acceptor RNA templates. Subclones of HIV-1 proviral clone NL4.3 (1), pDR5Ј and pDR3Ј (28) , which were used to make the plasmids for transcription of the donor and acceptor RNA templates, were a gift from Robert Gorelick, SAIC-Frederick, NCI-Frederick Research and Development Center, Frederick, Md. Details on the procedures used to generate the 131-nt donor and 148-nt acceptor RNA templates containing sequences from nt 454 to 584 and from nt 9475 to 9622, respectively, (numbered according to the nucleotide positions in NL4.3 [1] ) are given by Guo et al. (28) .
RT assays. (i) In vitro strand transfer assay.
A detailed description of the in vitro strand transfer assay using a 32 P-labeled 20-nt DNA primer with donor and acceptor RNA templates is given by Guo et al. (28) . Where specified, HIV-1 NC was added to the annealed donor-primer hybrid together with acceptor RNA (28) . In reaction mixtures containing Act D, the drug was added together with MgCl 2 and the four deoxynucleoside triphosphates. Incubation was for 30 min at 37°C. Termination of reactions and analysis of DNA products by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis were performed as described previously (28) . The radioactivity in DNA products was quantified by using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) and ImageQuant software. Calculations were performed as described by Guo et al. (28) .
(ii) Assay of DNA-dependent DNA synthesis. A 32 P-labeled 20-nt DNA primer (JL239; 5Ј-CCC TTT TAG TCA GTG TGG AA-3Ј; nt 604 to 623 in NL4.3 [1] ), was extended on a 50-nt DNA oligonucleotide template (JL279; 5Ј-GTC CCT GTT CGG GCG CCA CTG CTA GAG ATT TTC CAC ACT GAC TAA AAG GG-3Ј; complementary to nt 604 to 653 in NL4.3 [1] ). DNA-dependent DNA synthesis was carried out under the same conditions as those used in the in vitro strand transfer assay (28; also, see above), except that no acceptor template was present. The final concentrations of template and RT were each 10 nM; the final concentration of the 20-nt DNA primer was 20 nM. Reactions (final volume, 20 l) were initiated with MgCl 2 , the four deoxynucleoside triphosphates and Act D, where indicated, and the reaction mixtures were incubated for 30 min at 37°C.
(iii) HIV-1 endogenous RT assay. The assay of endogenous reverse transcription in purified HIV-1 MN virions was performed as described by Guo et al. (28) , except that the samples were analyzed without treatment with RNase ONE prior to electrophoresis. Act D was added as indicated. DNA products were detected by incorporation of 32 P from [␣-32 P]dCTP and were analyzed in 6% sequencing gels. Where indicated, PCR analysis (see below) was also performed.
(iv) RNase H cleavage assay. Reactions were performed under the conditions of the in vitro strand transfer assay as described by Guo et al. (28) , except that the donor RNA was labeled with 32 P at its 5Ј end (ϳ10 5 cpm/0.2 pmol) (29) and the 20-nt DNA primer was unlabeled. Act D was added as indicated (see above). Samples were subjected to electrophoresis in a 12.5% sequencing gel. Radioactive cleavage products were quantified as described in subparagraph i.
PCR analysis of DNA products synthesized in endogenous RT reactions. A 22.5-l portion of the PCR mixture, i.e., the buffer and Taq polymerase supplied in the PCR kit, was combined with 1 l of DNA products from an endogenous reaction and 1.5 l of a solution containing the forward and reverse primers (final concentration, 0.24 M each) in a final volume of 25 l. The forward primers in each set were 5Ј end labeled with 32 P. Amplification of the DNA was carried out for 30 cycles as follows: 94°C, 1 min; 53°C, 1 min; and 72°C, 2 min. A 10-l aliquot of the PCR reaction mixture was added to 4 l of STOP solution from a Sequenase kit. The resulting mixture was heated at 90°C for 5 min, and a 2.5-l aliquot was then loaded onto a 6% sequencing gel. A sequencing ladder was used to identify products with the expected sizes. Specific PCR products were quantified by PhosphorImager analysis, as described above.
The primers used to detect total minus-strand DNA contained sequences in (Ϫ) SSDNA. A 123-bp product was generated with a forward primer (JL308; nt 487 to 510; 5Ј-AGC TCT CTG GCT AAC TAG GGA ACC-3Ј) and a reverse primer (JL309; nt 609 to 586; 5Ј-AAA AGG ATC TGA GGG ATC TCT AGC-3Ј). A second set of primers was designed to detect only minus-strand DNA which had been transferred and elongated. A 159-bp product was generated with a forward primer (JL314; nt 8825 to 8847; 5Ј-GTC AAA ACG TGT GAC TGG ATG GC-3Ј) and a reverse primer (JL315; nt 8983 to 8961; 5Ј-GCA CAA TCA GCA TTG GTA GCT GC-3Ј). The nucleotide sequences refer to the positions in HIV-1 MN (30) (accession no., M17449).
To determine the sensitivity of the PCR, the DNA products from an endogenous RT reaction with HIV-1 MN virions were used as a template for PCR with unlabeled primers JL309 and JL314 (see above). The resulting DNA was 890 bp and contained the region covered by both sets of the primers described above (JL308 and JL309 and JL314 and JL315). After purification and quantification, the 890-bp fragment was used as a template for PCR with each set of primers; again, the forward primers in each set were 5Ј end labeled. Serial dilutions of the template fragment were made to estimate the amount of label in the PCR products as a function of the number of DNA copies. The DNA products at each of the template dilutions were analyzed on a 6% sequencing gel.
Annealing assay. Standard annealing reaction mixtures contained Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and KCl at final concentrations of 50 and 75 mM, respectively, 0.2 pmol of unlabeled acceptor RNA, 0.2 pmol of 32 P-labeled 131-nt synthetic (Ϫ) SSDNA (JL249) (10 6 to 2 ϫ 10 6 cpm) (28) , and Act D and NC (0.4 M), as indicated, in a final volume of 20 l; reaction mixtures were scaled up as needed. Annealing was performed at 37°C, and at the specified times, a 10-l aliquot of the reaction mixture was mixed with 10 l of 2ϫ loading buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 25 mM EDTA, 25% glycerol, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate, and 0.01% bromphenol blue). For reactions without NC, a 5-l portion of this mixture was applied to a 6% native polyacrylamide gel (6% acrylamide-0.32% bisacrylamide). For reactions with NC, a 10-l portion was applied to a 5% agarose gel composed of 4% NuSieve 3:1 high-gel-strength agarose and 1% NuSieve GTG low-melting-temperature agarose. After electrophoresis, the gels were dried and radioactivity in the RNA-DNA hybrid was quantified with a PhosphorImager.
Recombinant NC. The procedures for the preparation of recombinant HIV-1 NC are given in references 9 and 73.
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RESULTS
Act D inhibits minus-strand transfer in vitro.
The fact that Act D has been shown to inhibit reverse transcription of avian and murine retroviruses (see above) and the recent finding that Act D can bind single-stranded DNA (60, 71) as well as RNA-DNA hybrids (63) led us to ask whether Act D might affect the transfer of (Ϫ) SSDNA to acceptor RNA in an HIV-1 system. As a first approach to this question, we measured the effect of the drug on HIV-1 DNA-dependent DNA synthesis and on in vitro minus-strand transfer (Fig. 1) . In each case, we show gel data (IA and IIA) as well as the results of quantitative PhosphorImager analysis (IB and IIB).
The effect of adding increasing concentrations of Act D on plus-strand DNA synthesis was examined with reaction mixtures containing a 50-nt minus-strand DNA template and a 20-nt DNA primer (Fig. 1 , panels IA and IB). In the absence of Act D (IA, lane 1), only the 50-nt plus-strand product was detectable, whereas in the presence of the drug (IA, lanes 2 to 9), a prominent pause product (36 nt) was observed at a G-C rich region in the template. This result is consistent with findings of Rill and Hecker (60) , who assayed DNA-dependent primer extension catalyzed by several different DNA polymerases, including HIV-1 RT, in reaction mixtures containing Act D. They found that pause sites observed in the presence of Act D rarely corresponded to those generated in the absence of the drug. The pausing seen here (IA) presumably results from the preferred binding of Act D (11, 37, 52, 60, 62, 72 ; also, see reference 58 and references therein) to a 5Ј-GC-3Ј sequence near the 5Ј terminus of the 50-nt DNA template and the subsequent inability of RT to efficiently elongate nascent DNA from this site.
Inspection of the gel indicates that total DNA synthesis was not significantly inhibited at the lowest Act D concentrations tested (5 to 20 M; Fig. 1, panel IA, lanes 2 to 4) . In contrast, a more marked reduction in full-length DNA synthesis and the presence of additional pause products were observed with higher concentrations of the drug (40 to 80 M; IA, lanes 5 to 7); total DNA synthesis ranged from ϳ40 to 70% of the control, which was set at 100% (IB). At the highest concentrations of Act D tested (160 M [IA, lane 8] and 320 M [IA, lane 9]), the 50-nt full-length product was essentially undetectable and there was also a marked decrease in the amount of the 36-nt DNA and smaller pause products; in this case, total DNA synthesis was inhibited by ϳ90% or more (IB).
To determine whether Act D is able to inhibit minus-strand transfer, increasing concentrations of Act D, from 0.25 to 20 M, were added to in vitro strand transfer reaction mixtures (Fig. 1 , panels IIA and IIB), as described in Materials and Methods. Although the actual amount of transfer product synthesized in the control reaction without the drug (IIA, lane 1) is fairly small, the product was detected in a highly reproducible manner (28) . (In our system [28] , minus-strand transfer is efficient only in the presence of NC [see below].) Remarkably, at an Act D concentration of 0.5 M (IIA, lane 3), the amount of transfer product was only ϳ20% (IIB) of the amount observed in the absence of the drug (IIA, lane 1; IIB). At concentrations of 2 M or higher (IIA, lanes 5 to 10), strand transfer was severely inhibited and the amount of transfer product was less than 5% of the control value (IIB). Note, however, that synthesis of (Ϫ) SSDNA was not reduced by the drug. Indeed, as less of the transfer product was made, there was actually an increase in the total amount of (Ϫ) SSDNA (IIA; compare lanes 2 to 4 with lanes 5 to 10). Synthesis of SP DNAs was also inhibited by Act D (28) but was somewhat less sensitive to Act D than synthesis of the transfer product (IIA) (see below).
A comparison of the data obtained for DNA-dependent DNA synthesis and minus-strand transfer shows a striking difference in the sensitivities of these two reactions to Act D. Thus, the 50% inhibitory concentrations (IC 50 ) for Act D in the DNA-templated and minus-strand transfer reactions were ϳ63 (IB) and ϳ0.31 M (IIB), respectively.
Act D inhibits NC-catalyzed minus-strand transfer in vitro. In retrovirus particles, genomic RNA is packaged in the virion core in association with NC, protease, RT, integrase, and primer tRNA (12, 13, 22) . In view of previous work demonstrating that NC markedly stimulates minus-strand transfer (2, 16, 28, 40, 55, 75) , it was of interest to determine whether NC could prevent or substantially reduce inhibition by Act D.
To examine this question, increasing amounts of Act D were added to reaction mixtures containing three different concentrations of NC: 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 M, corresponding to 7, 3.5, and 1.75 nt per NC molecule, respectively (Fig. 2) . Data for the reaction without NC are taken from Fig. 1 , panel IIB. As shown in Fig. 2 , the addition of NC had a small but detectable effect on the extent of strand transfer inhibition by Act D. With An investigation of the time course of endogenous DNA synthesis over a 6-h incubation in the absence of Act D revealed that (Ϫ) SSDNA gradually disappeared, while (ϩ) SSDNA accumulated (Fig. 3B, lanes 1 to 5) (28) . In contrast, in the presence of 5 M Act D, (ϩ) SSDNA could not be detected at any of the time points, i.e., from 30 min to 6 h (lanes 6 to 10), although there was significant accumulation of (Ϫ) SSDNA (lanes 6 to 10). These findings demonstrate that while Act D inhibits the synthesis of (ϩ) SSDNA, it does not reduce the synthesis of (Ϫ) SSDNA, in agreement with the results of the in vitro assay (Fig. 1, panel IIA) .
Synthesis of (ϩ) SSDNA is the consequence of the following series of events. During minus-strand elongation, RT makes a copy of the polypurine tract (PPT) sequence in viral RNA. Once the PPT-containing RNA-DNA hybrid is formed, the RNase H activity of RT cleaves the substrate at its 3Ј terminus to generate the plus-strand primer and synthesis of (ϩ) SSDNA is initiated (57; reviewed in reference 10). Thus, if minus-strand transfer were blocked, this could account for our inability to detect (ϩ) SSDNA in Act D-treated endogenous reaction mixtures.
To test this hypothesis, we performed PCR analysis (Fig. 4 ) of the DNA products formed in the endogenous reverse transcription reactions shown in Fig. 3A (dose response). Two sets of primers were used: One set contained sequences in (Ϫ) SSDNA and could therefore detect (Ϫ) SSDNA as well as elongated minus-strand DNA present in the sample; the PCR product was 123 bp (Fig. 4, panel IA) . The other set contained sequences in minus-strand DNA upstream of the PPT and could detect only minus-strand DNA that had been transferred and elongated; the PCR product in this case was 159 bp (IIA). To increase the sensitivity of the assay, the forward primer in each set was labeled at its 5Ј end with 32 P. The data indicate that with both primer sets, ϳ10 2 copies of the DNA template could be detected (IB and IIB).
The gel data indicate that the total amounts of minus-strand DNA present in the control and Act D-treated endogenous reaction mixtures were fairly similar (Fig. 4, panel IA) . In contrast, transferred minus-strand DNA was present in the control reaction mixture (IIA, lane 1) and to a lesser extent in reaction mixtures with 1 or 5 M Act D (IIA, lanes 2 and 3; IIC) but was virtually undetectable in reaction mixtures containing Act D at concentrations of 10 M or higher (IIA, lanes 4 to 7; IIC). Quantification of the PCR product (IIC) also showed that at 1 M Act D, minus-strand transfer was inhibited by approximately 45%. These results indicate that minusstrand transfer is targeted by Act D during endogenous reverse transcription. The sizes of the products were verified by running a sequencing ladder generated with MP18 DNA, which is included in the Sequenase kit.
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Although the PCR data should be viewed as only semiquantitative, it is of interest that the concentration of Act D which results in ϳ50% inhibition of endogenous minus-strand transfer (estimated at between 1 and 2 M) is consistent with the IC 50 for Act D derived from the in vitro reaction mixtures containing NC (Fig. 2) . Taken together, the results of Fig. 2 and 4 demonstrate that despite the dramatic stimulatory effect of NC on HIV-1 minus-strand transfer normally observed in our system (28) , NC is unable to oppose the inhibitory activity of Act D.
Low concentrations of Act D do not inhibit RNase H cleavage during minus-strand transfer. The results presented thus far demonstrate that Act D inhibits minus-strand transfer in the in vitro and endogenous assay systems. There are three reactions required for minus-strand transfer (64): (i) synthesis of (Ϫ) SSDNA; (ii) RNase H cleavage of donor RNA sequences; and (iii) annealing of (Ϫ) SSDNA to acceptor RNA, the actual transfer step. We have already shown that Act D does not inhibit the first reaction (Fig. 1, panel IIA; Fig. 3 ). The question then arises as to whether reactions ii and/or iii are targeted by the drug.
To investigate the effect of Act D on RNase H cleavage of the donor (reaction ii), minus-strand transfer was assayed as described in Materials and Methods, except that donor RNA was labeled at its 5Ј end with 32 P and an unlabeled DNA oligonucleotide primer was used (Fig. 5) . Gel analysis of a reaction mixture incubated without RT or Act D indicates the position of the labeled 131-nt RNA (Fig. 5A, lane 1) . Incubation with RT in the absence of the drug generated many cleavage fragments, including the terminal products of 14 and 8 nt (lane 2). The 8-nt band results from the 3Ј-OH-independent (i.e., polymerase-independent) (23, 27, 56) mode of RNase H cleavage which frees (Ϫ) SSDNA from the donor and which is required for subsequent annealing of (Ϫ) SSDNA to the acceptor (reviewed in references 10 and 64). The addition of Act D at concentrations of 1 and 5 M (lanes 3 and 4) had no effect on the appearance of the 14-and 8-nt products; a small inhibitory effect was observed at higher concentrations of the drug, from 10 to 80 M (lanes 5 to 8). Quantitative PhosphorImager analysis of the gel data showed that at the highest concentration of Act D tested (80 M), the 8-nt RNA was reduced by only 50% (Fig. 5B) . Similar results were obtained when increasing concentrations of Act D were added to reaction mixtures containing 0.8 M NC (data not shown).
Since low concentrations of Act D have no effect on RNase H cleavage of donor RNA, we conclude that inhibition of this reaction cannot account for the dramatic reduction of minusstrand transfer observed in the dose response experiments shown above (Fig. 1, 2, and 4) .
Act D inhibits the annealing of (؊) SSDNA and acceptor RNA. The effect of Act D on the annealing step in minusstrand transfer was assayed in the absence or presence of NC protein with a 131-nt synthetic (Ϫ) SSDNA oligonucleotide labeled with 32 P at its 5Ј end and unlabeled, 148-nt acceptor RNA, at the standard concentrations for the in vitro assay (Fig.  6) . Under conditions where NC was not present, annealing was measured over a 6-h period; however, in the absence of the drug, the amount of hybrid formed did not appreciably increase after 3 h (Fig. 6A) . With an Act D concentration of 0.5 M, both the rate and extent of annealing were inhibited by approximately twofold. At concentrations of 1 and 8 M, very little annealing was observed.
A semilogarithmic plot of the concentration of the RNA-DNA hybrid formed as a function of time is shown in Fig. 6B ; A ϱ and A t are the concentrations of the hybrid at infinite time and at the experimental time, respectively (35) . These data are consistent with pseudo-first-order kinetics: a fast step in which   FIG. 4 . Detection of total and transferred minus-strand DNA synthesized during HIV-1 endogenous reverse transcription. The DNA products made in the reactions shown in Fig. 3A (Act D dose response) were stored for approximately 6 months, which allowed the original radioactivity to decay. The DNAs were then amplified by PCR with two sets of PCR primers (one primer of each set was labeled at its 5Ј end with 32 P), as described in Materials and Methods. Shown are gel analyses of the 123-and 159-bp PCR products (IA and IIA, respectively) and dilution analyses of known amounts of the 890-bp template (expressed as copy number) to indicate the sensitivity of the assay (IB and IIB). (IIC) PhosphorImager analysis. The amount of the 159-bp PCR product generated from the reaction without drug was set at 100%. The percent transfer relative to the control was plotted against the concentration of Act D. For panels IA and IIA, the designation of lanes 1 to 7 is the same as that given in the legend for Fig. 3A . an RNA-DNA complex is formed and a slow, rate-limiting step in which the complex is rearranged so that a linear hybrid molecule is formed. Act D appears to be inhibiting the slow step (discussed in more detail below).
We have also analyzed annealing in the presence of 0.4 M NC and several concentrations of Act D (Fig. 6C) . In agreement with You and McHenry (75) , NC accelerated the rate of annealing in the reaction mixture without the drug and hybrid formation was almost complete by 10 min. The addition of NC to reaction mixtures preincubated for 10 min with 1, 2, and 16 M Act D resulted in an initial burst of annealing at levels which were essentially the same in the control and all Act D-containing reaction mixtures; however, after 15 to 30 s, no further annealing was observed in the reaction mixtures containing the drug.
These findings demonstrate that inhibition of minus-strand transfer by Act D results from a marked reduction in annealing between (Ϫ) SSDNA and acceptor RNA. In accord with the observations on in vitro and endogenous minus-strand transfer ( Fig. 2 and 4) , NC is unable to prevent the inhibitory effect of Act D on the annealing reaction.
DISCUSSION
The present study demonstrates that Act D selectively inhibits HIV-1 minus-strand transfer in endogenous and in vitro RT assays. We find that DNA-dependent DNA synthesis catalyzed by RT is not strongly inhibited by Act D (IC 50 , ϳ63 M), whereas minus-strand transfer is considerably more sensitive to the drug (IC 50 , ϳ0.3 M (Fig. 1) . Moreover, an analysis of the products synthesized in the endogenous reaction ( Fig. 3 and 4) suggests that the primary target of Act D during HIV-1 reverse transcription is the minus-strand transfer step and not synthesis of (ϩ) SSDNA. In addition to the effect on minus-strand transfer, relatively low concentrations of Act D also inhibit synthesis of SP DNAs (Fig. 1, panel IIA) , the products of self-priming from (Ϫ) SSDNA (28) . In view of the ability of Act D to inhibit the annealing reaction in minusstrand transfer ( Fig. 6 ; also, see below), it seems likely that Act D also blocks the self-annealing step (28) required for DNAdependent self-priming.
As discussed above, NC has been shown to dramatically stimulate both the rate and extent of HIV-1 minus-strand transfer (2, 16, 28, 40, 55, 75) by acting as a nucleic acid chaperone (32, 58a) , which prevents TAR-dependent selfpriming from (Ϫ) SSDNA (28) and which facilitates the annealing reaction (75) . Despite this very potent activity of NC, there is only a modest increase in the IC 50 for Act D in the in vitro reaction mixtures containing NC (Fig. 2) . Similar results are obtained in endogenous RT assays with HIV-1 virions (Fig.  4) , where the ratio of nucleotides in the two RNA templates to NC molecules is approximately 7 nt per NC molecule (17, 31, 38, 74 ) (equivalent to 0.4 M in our in vitro system). Taken together, these results lead us to conclude that NC does not significantly interfere with Act D inhibition of minus-strand transfer.
The in vitro and endogenous RT assays demonstrate that synthesis of (Ϫ) SSDNA, i.e., the first product of reverse transcription, is not reduced in the presence of the drug and that, in fact, an accumulation of this intermediate is observed (Fig.  1 and 3 ). In addition, at concentrations which significantly reduce minus-strand transfer (1 to 5 M), Act D has no effect on RNase H-catalyzed degradation of donor RNA (Fig. 5) . The addition of NC gives similar results and, in agreement with the data of Kim et al. (40) , does not affect the nature of the RNase H cleavage pattern in either the presence or absence of Act D (data not shown).
In contrast, Act D strongly inhibits the annealing step (Fig.  6) , indicating that the inhibitory activity of the drug on minusstrand transfer can be accounted for by its effect on annealing. Thus, at a concentration of 0.5 M, Act D already causes a significant reduction in the rate and extent of hybridization; more severe inhibition is observed with 1 and 8 M Act D (Fig.  6A) . The data from the semilogarithmic plot (Fig. 6B) suggest that the reaction is following pseudo-first-order kinetics, in accord with the observations of You and McHenry (75) . One may envision a fast equilibrium step, i.e., formation of a transient complex containing both (Ϫ) SSDNA and acceptor, with each reactant still retaining its stem-loop structure, followed by a slow step in which the complex is rearranged to yield a linear molecule. The kinetic data suggest that Act D is affecting the slow step and is preventing the conversion of the transient complex to a fully annealed, functional RNA-DNA hybrid. This interpretation is strengthened by the finding that Act D can bind to an RNA-DNA hybrid (63) .
Although the true nature of the complex containing Act D, acceptor RNA, and (Ϫ) SSDNA is not known, it is clear that it is unaffected by the addition of NC. Thus, NC is unable to VOL. 72, 1998 INHIBITION OF HIV-1 MINUS-STRAND TRANSFERreverse the Act D effect on annealing (Fig. 6C) , despite the fact that in the absence of the drug, its nucleic acid chaperone activity dramatically increases the rate of annealing of (Ϫ) SSDNA and acceptor ( Fig. 6C) (75) . In addition, NC does not appear to be competing with Act D for the same sites. A large component of NC binding may be in an ionic mode (i.e., via electrostatic interactions with the phosphate backbone of the nucleic acid [15, 21] ). In contrast, Act D is known to bind in a sequence-dependent manner. It intercalates into DNA at preferred 5Ј-GC-3Ј sites (11, 26, 37 ; see also reference 60 and references therein) or at nonclassical binding sites such as TGGGT (4) and dissociates very slowly from these sites (11, 52 ; see also reference 60 and references therein). It should also be pointed out that while efficient annealing of (Ϫ) SSDNA and acceptor RNA requires NC (Fig. 6C) (40a, 75) , the annealing reaction itself occurs in the absence of RT (Fig. 6) (8,  40a, 75 ). Thus, a major conclusion of this work is that Act D inhibits the minus-strand transfer step in reverse transcription but not the activity of RT.
The ability of Act D to bind to an RNA-DNA hybrid (63) raises the additional question of why the drug inhibits annealing but not the activity of RNase H. Annealing requires the formation of hydrogen bonds between complementary base sequences, and a drug which intercalates at specific sequences might be expected to inhibit this process. In contrast, RNase H cleavage involves interaction with the phosphate backbone of the RNA and in general is sequence independent, e.g., RT has been shown to degrade RNA in RNA-DNA hybrids having widely varying sequences (reviewed in reference 10). Finally, Act D is most likely binding directly to the DNA moiety in the RNA-DNA hybrid: interaction of the 2-amino group of the phenoxazone ring of Act D and the 2Ј-hydroxyl group of RNA results in steric hindrance which prevents Act D from intercalating into an RNA molecule (63) .
The present work is in accord with early studies on retrovirus replication demonstrating that Act D also inhibits endogenous reverse transcription of the murine (47, 61) and avian (8, 48, 53) retroviruses. However, the HIV-1 minus-strand transfer reaction appears to be more sensitive to Act D than those of the murine and avian retroviruses. In an effort to clarify this observation, we considered the possibility that Act D might intercalate with greater efficiency into HIV-1 (Ϫ) SSDNA due to the long double-stranded stem in the complementary TAR structure at the 3Ј terminus of the DNA. Several experiments were performed with mutant templates in which the TAR stem-loops at the ends of the acceptor and donor RNAs were destabilized by deletion of 16 nt (28) . At low concentrations of Act D (0.25 to 2 M), the level of inhibition of minus-strand transfer was the same or slightly lower in reaction mixtures containing the mutant templates. However, as the concentration of Act D was increased (4 M), no further inhibition was observed; rather, the amount of transfer product formed in mutant reaction mixtures reached a plateau level (ϳ10 to 20% of that seen in the absence of the drug). In wild-type reaction mixtures, the amount of transfer product continued to decrease with the increase in Act D concentration, and in accord with the data of Fig. 1, panel IIB , the level of inhibition of strand transfer was 95 to 99% (data not shown). These results suggest that the TAR structure may only partially contribute to the inhibitory effect of Act D on HIV-1 minus-strand transfer. Sequence comparisons indicate that the numbers of G-C steps are similar in the RU5 regions of the three classes of retroviruses; however, there is not enough information available to know how these sites would rank with respect to preferred Act D binding. Other factors, such as possible differences in the nucleic acid binding affinities of the respective NC proteins or differences in the Act D-induced conformational changes (37, 52, 60) of the (Ϫ) SSDNAs, could also affect the response to the drug.
In summary, we have found that HIV-1 minus-strand transfer, a reaction which occurs in an efficient manner only in the presence of NC, is highly sensitive to Act D. Detailed analysis of this finding indicates that inhibition of the annealing step is responsible for the inhibitory activity of the drug. The observation that Act D interferes with NC function during a key step in reverse transcription is significant. To our knowledge, this is the first example of a drug which blocks the ability of NC to function as a nucleic acid chaperone. Although Act D has relatively high toxicity, it is used in treatment of two different tumors: Wilms' tumor (19) and gestational choriocarcinoma (45) . Our results raise the possibility that Act D might also be useful as part of a therapeutic regimen for AIDS patients in combination with protease and RT inhibitors and possibly agents which target the cysteine residues in the zinc fingers of NC (59) .
